
 

Standard 7-1 
Fact Sheet 

 
Exploration: 
 

1. Sell goods without paying other merchants; goods cheaper 
2. Europeans would have to sail around Africa to buy direct – never done before 
3. Monarchs seeking new sources of revenue 
4. God, gold, and glory 
5. Technology innovations made it easier to travel 
6. Prince Henry the Navigator – Portugal’s king 
7. His goals: sail to Africa, find water routes from Africa to Asia, establish trading posts, 

and trade in gold and slaves used as servants 
8. Spices came from the East Indies – Portugal controlled them; known as Spice Island 
9. 1535: China limited Europeans to 2 trading ports; trade with Japan failed 
10. King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella of Spain wanted to get rich from exploration – like 

Portugal 
11. Hired Christopher Columbus: believed he could find a new route to Asia by sailing west 

 

New Technology: 

1. Caravel – more masts, triangular sails (lateen sails), round hull, faster speed and 
maneuverability 

1. Compass – used for navigation, magnetic needle which points north 
2. Astrolabe used for sea navigation by using the horizon and the stars as a point of 

reference to determine where you are and where you are going 
 
Mercantilism: 
 

1. Under mercantilism governments sought to control trade to create a favorable balance 
of trade 

2. Establishing a balance in trade, a nation could build up its supply of gold and silver 
3. Role of the Colony (Effects) – provided home country with raw materials, a market place 

to sell and profit from finished goods, and passed laws to keep colonists from buying 
goods from other nations 

1. Capitalism – economic system characterized by private ownership of capital goods by 
investments that are determined by private decisions, prices, production, and 
distribution of goods and services 

2. Market Economy – decision and the pricing of goods and services are guided sole by 
the interactions of a country’s citizens and businesses with little government 
intervention 

 
 
Europeans in Asia: 
 

3. Asia highly advanced, prosperous, relatively modern, and militarily strong civilizations 
4. Made for a beneficial trading relationship 

 



 

5. Allowed to establish a trade presence in Asia – along the coasts 
6. Effects: more prosperous Asian merchants, closely aligned with Europeans, no European 

colonies 
7. Asians developed their society in isolation 
8. Isolation was broken down by European ideas and Christianity 
9. Many Asian govt. would limit trade with Europeans 
10. Economics drives expansion 

 
Europeans in Americas: 

11. Spain and Portugal: gold and silver discovered; trade primary basis; developed a plantation 
system; created a political, economic, and social system that excluded Native Americans & 
Africans 

12. France, England, and the Dutch: plantation system grew; crops: tobacco, rice, indigo, and 
some sugar; did not enslave Native Americans, but imported African labor; British and 
French used indentured servants for labor; French established trading posts with Native 
Americans and had good relationships and traded fur 

13. Political Influences: new forms of govt.; Spain and Portugal – strong central monarchy that 
kept a close eye on their colonies; French and Dutch – not as controlling, ruling more 
loosely which allowed for more political decision making for the colonists; English – allowed 
a representative govt. system similar to what the mother country had, colonists elected 
representatives to participate in the decision making process 

14. English: developed a true colonial settlement 
1. Jamestown (1607) – established as a trading colony; first permanent settlement that 

flourished 
2. Puritans – colony based on religious freedom and located in Massachusetts Bay 
3. Spanish and Portuguese – spread Christianity (Catholicism rather than Protestantism); 

religion was not their main purpose 

 
Europeans in Africa: 

4. Economic and political influences was based on the slave trade in Africa 
5. Europeans engaged in trade with African tribal leaders to get slaves 
6. Traded iron, weapons, cloth, and horses 
7. Big money maker for the Europeans in the New World 
8. Europeans did not see anything wrong with enslaving the African people 
9. Slave Trade: slave traders kidnapped the youngest and healthiest and did not have 

young people to raise families 
10. Effects: families and communities were separated; major population decrease; loss of 

workers led to economic problems 
11. African began to revolt 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 


